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Upcoming Meeting Dates:
The next General Meeting of the ACAM
Membership will be held on Wed. March
24th from 7:00 - 9:00 pm. at the Shearwater Aviation Museum. Col (Ret’d) E.S.C.
Cable will be the guest speaker. His presentation is titled “Shearwater: More than
80 years of Maritime and Naval Aviation
History”. See Museum Notes (page 8) for
details.

Canso Restoration Continues at a
Fevered Pace

Included in this Issue:
- Flame Out
- Operation Magnaflux
- Sabres Compared
- Museum Notes
- Family History Follow Up
Photo: The Canso tail is nearly ready
to be painted.
(Rob MacIlreith Photo)
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Flame Out
By: Col. G. Brennand (Ret.)
First published in 1991 in Airforce Magazine, reprinted with the Author’s Permission
As I read BFS aka Before Flight
Safety (Airforce Vol. 14 No. 3) I realized
that I had first hand knowledge of the
incident described as I ejected from F-86
19679 on 2 March 1954. A squadron mate,
F/O Fred Axtell ejected from 19637 on the
same date. We were both with 422(F) Sqn.
While the incident happened 37
years ago, I remember the circumstances
very well, as will many other Air Division
pilots who took part in Operation
Magnaflux, an operational deployment
and flying exercise during which we flew
from Cambrai-Empinoy 1-3 March 1954.
Cambrai was a French Air Force base. At
that time there were three Canadian fighter
wings on the continent with 1 Wing flying out of Nottingham in England awaiting its move to Marville, France. We were
equipped with Mk. IV F-86 Sabres.
A squadron from each of the wings
on the continent deployed to Cambrai for
the exercise. Each squadron was a composite with a few pilots from each of the
three squadrons serving on the wing
making up the unit. F/L Ernie Glover, DFC,
commanded the squadron from 4 Wing,
while W/C Frank Darrough, AFC, was the
wing commander flying and G/C R.S.
Turnbull, DFC, DFM, AFC was the task
force commander.
Test:
The aim of the exercise was to test the
RAF Air Defence system in Southern
England. Although weather conditions
were marginal, 44 Sabres took off from
Cambrai. I was the last to take off as I was
flying number 4 in the last flight of four
aircraft led by F/L Glover with F/O Axtell
as No 2 and F/L Gil Guerin as No 3. We
penetrated about 30,000 ft. of cloud before breaking out on top, but the weather
over England was much better.
The RAF Air Defence System reacted with considerable vigor and many
dog fights took place between the RAF
and RCAF aircraft. As briefed, I called

“Bingo” fuel at 1,500 lbs remaining,
enough to return to Cambrai for an instrument letdown, approach and landing.
At that time we formed in battle formation for return to base, climbing to 40,000
ft. in the process. We noticed an aircraft
“in the cons” trailing by some distance
but it seemed interested in joining the formation. Ernie turned the flight enough to
allow the aircraft piloted by F/O Jack
Adams to join as No. 5 signaling he was
“Nordo” (No Radio).
F/L Glover contacted the Cambrai
tower, got the weather which had deteriorated somewhat since take off and received a steer from homer. The French
homer (DF) was hard pressed to handle
the requests for homings by other RCAF
flights all returning to base at approximately the same time. We were equipped
with an ARC (Air Radio Compass) but
the French ground beacon was weak and
unreliable particularly in the prevailing
weather conditions. The leader therefore
decided to rely on the homer for navigation which appeared the most reliable.
We were given station passage by
homer and instructed to begin our decent. However, this information proved
erroneous as we broke cloud 60 miles from
Cambrai at low level were fuel consumption on jet aircraft is much higher then at
altitude. To stay clear of cloud we flew at
about 400 ft. We were in echelon starboard with F/O Adams on my right as No.
5. After a short time I flamed out from fuel
starvation. I informed the leader who ordered me to pull up and eject. I, of course,
was already pulling. I was able to climb to
about 5,000 ft. before running out of airspeed at which time I ejected in cloud.
The ejection procedure went well; however, I recall my ejection seat narrowly
missing my parachute canopy when it
passed me in the descent.
Flamed Out:
About a minute after I had pulled up

Above: A young Gordon Brennand about
to climb on board a late model Sabre in
Germany.
for ejection, F/O Axtell flamed out and
climbed for ejection altitude. Jake Adams
remarked to me later that he expected to
be leader very shortly if aircraft kept disappearing from his wing. He had already
moved up from No. 5 to No. 3.
Shortly thereafter, the formation approached Cambrai airport in position for
break and landing. Jake flamed out in the
circuit but had enough airspeed to land
“dead stick.” Ernie had eight gallons of
fuel remaining while Gil had seven.
In the meantime I had touched
down near Grand Reng, Belgium, where I
enjoyed the hospitality of the local Police Force before returning to Cambrai by
road transport. My aircraft crashed near
Maybeuse, just inside the French border,
making a rather large hole in the ground.
Fred’s aircraft on the other hand, landed
unassisted with very little damage. He
must have been well trimmed up before
ejecting.
I was with 422 (F) Sqn until August
1956 when I returned to Canada for instructional duties. I claimed another F-86
“confirmed” when on 23 March 1960
while flying No. 2 to F/L Niel Gillespie, I
had an engine failure in Mk. V F-86 23350.
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We were on a GCA to Saskatoon Airport
where we were both stationed with the
Central Flying School. I put the aircraft
into a farmer’s field, writing it off in the
process.
Ernie held various staff and flying
appointments before he retired to live near
Trenton, Ont. However, the others directly involved in the Cambrai incident
were killed in flying accidents. W/C
Darrough was killed in an F-86 on 15
March 1954 following an engine failure.
Fred Axtell and Jake Adams were both
killed on 2 March 1956 exactly two years
after the Cambrai [incident] while practicing with the SkyLancers, the Air Division
Aerobatic Team. S/L Gil Guerin was killed
at RCAF MacDonald on 2 September 1958
in F-86 23171 when he stalled on final turn
for landing. He was CFI at MacDonald
where I was instructing on T-33 aircraft.
The Sabre continued in RCAF service until 1968 when the Sabre Transition
Unit at Chatham, N.B. closed out.
I retired 27 October 1984 to Elkhorn,
Man., where I am raising cattle.

Above: 422 “Tomahawk” Squadron at Uplands in 1953. Back Row: Gerry Smith,
Ken Harvey, Bill Christianson and Bill Weary. Middle Row: Vern Cottrell, Ray
Carruthers, Rod Pritchard, Jim McKay, Gord Ellis and Ernie Saunders. Front Row:
E.J. Lister, John McLeish, Gord Brennand, Stu Smith, John Randle, Ted Bottoms,
Al Adams, John Buzza, Fred Axtell, Ernie Glover, Don Parker and Nels Levesque.
(Milberry - The Canadair Sabre pg. 43)
The Sabre in the above photograph was 19617 (RAF XB743). She was transferred
back to the RAF and then later transferred under MAP to Italy where she was
written off in a Catagory A accident on take-off from Turin in 1955.

Above: The smoking remains of 19679
at Maybeuse, France, after the author
ejected from her on March 2nd, 1954.

Above: 422 Squadron’s aircraft are in interesting mix of markings during the
Sabre Mk. IV era. Note the 422 Squadron markings on the fuselage with the RAF
Roundel, fin flash and serial number (below the horizontal stab.) While the RCAF
serial number is above the RAF fin flash. This aircraft 19801 (RAF XB727) was
later sent to Italy, as well under MAP. Her history is unconfirmed after the transfer.
(ACAM Collection)
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422 Squadron
The Sabre Era
422 Squadron, a Coastal Patrol and
later Transport Squadron in World War II
was reformed at RCAF Uplands on Jan.
1st, 1953 and initially operated Sabre Mk.
II aircraft. However, their association with
the Mk II was very short as they
transitioned to the Sabre Mk IV beginning in April of 1953. The Mk II’s were
completely gone from the squadron by
May. 422 moved operations to Europe and
joined No. 1 Air Division in September of
1953 after completing Leapfrog IV. Based
at Baden-Soellingen as part of No. 4 (F)
Wing, 422 continued Sabre Mk. IV operations until replaced with the Orenda powered Mk V in Jan. 1955. The V’s were replaced with the ultimate Sabre, the Mk.
VI, in September 1955. 422 Squadron flew
the Mk. VI until the Sabre was replaced in
the Air Division in 1963. 422 retired its
Mk. VI’s in April 1963 and stood up with
the CF-104 Starfighter in July, 1963. 422
was finally disbanded due to budget cuts
in July 1970.

422 Squadron Aircraft
Lerwick I
Catalina IB / III / IV
Sunderland III
Liberator C.VI / C.VIII
Sabre Mk. II / IV / V / VI
CF-104 Starfighter

Above: Sabre Mk. IV’s of 422 “Tomahawk” Squadron sit on the ramp as other
Sabres steak by heading east during Leapfrog IV, the movement of aircraft from
Canada to Europe. The Leapfrog series of flights involved using the old wartime
routes of Goose Bay (Labrador), Bluie West (Greenland), Keflavik (Iceland),
Loussiemouth (Scotland) and Baden-Soellingen (Germany). The UK and German
destinations varied depending on the Squadrons destination. Above is the route Leapfrog IV followed.

Operation Magnaflux
By: Jim McCombe
As I was reviewing my log book to
write the article on the Istres, France incident (which was published in the January 2003 edition of the ACAM newsletter), I noted that another weather-related
incident happened exactly three weeks
later and again at a French Air Force (FAF)
base in Cambrai.
In the preceeding article by Gord
Brennand, which was published in the
July/August/September 1991 “Airforce”
magazine, it details the events from the
422 Squadron viewpoint. The 422 Sqn.
events were much more dramatic than
those of 434 Sqn; however, we had our
moments too! As I recall, an RCAF meteorologist who was not particularly fluent in the English language did the
weather briefing prior to our departure.
His forecast was for weather with a 1000'
to 1500' ceiling and some “jumpy rain”,
which we interpreted as rain showers with
visibility restricted in the rain.
In any event, we launched all the air-

craft at the same time and things turned
out as related by Gord Brennand and Sam
Firth (in his note to me which follows).
On return to Cambrai, our flight of four
arrived back amid complete confusion
with little or no help from the FAF controllers. The beacon was weak and the
operator of the manual VHF homer had
basically given up. Mike Sutherland, a 422
Sqn. pilot who was not flying, went out
to the homer and, as he was fluent in
French, basically took over, settled down
the homer operator and did the radio communications with the RCAF aircraft.
By that time, many aircraft were on
minimum fuel and proceeded to do various cloud-breaking procedures using the
beacon as best they could. I don’t know
what procedure Jim Fiander used as I was
flying formation on his right wing. We
did see the ground at about 300' to 400'
and in a snow squall. I can vividly remember seeing the cross on the Cambrai
cathedral pass almost between the wings
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The Changing Colors of 434 “Bluenose” Squadron’s Canadair Sabre Mk II

434 Squadron wore several different paint
schemes on their Mk. II Sabres over a
very short period of time. Above: The
“Dime” was worn in 1953 when this picture was taken. The scheme featured a
speed bird down the side of the fuselage,
RAF style fin flashes and a Bluenose
Dime on the tail with the word CANADA
on the top of the Dime and 434 on the
bottom. (ACAM Collection)

Above: This great full color shot shows a
natural metal Sabre (charecteristic of the
Mk. II era) with a baby blue and black
nose band. Located just behind the gun
port is a Bluenose logo in white on baby
blue. The year of the photo is unknown.
The photo depicts a dedicated ground
crew turning the Sabre around for yet another mission. Without the ground crews,
its hard to get the bird in the air!

Above: By 1954 the “Dime” was gone, replaced with this fuselage stripe and a new
squarer looking Bluenose. On the tail the
RAF fin flash gave way to the Red Ensign flag and the words Royal Canadian
Air Force were written out starting under
the horizontal stabilizer and working forward. Note the non-standard look of the
9 on BR 449. (Above and Center via Ken
Brown Collection)

of our aircraft and shortly after we crossed
the active runway at a 90° angle. We then
joined the circuit downwind, were cleared
to land and warned of an aircraft “off”
the runway. The aircraft was Sam Firth’s
and he writes:
As I recall, the exercise was to test
the RAF’s response to a simulated bombing raid from the USSR and we were the
bad guys. At least 60 aircraft took off in
one bunch and carried out the task. Unfortunately, this meant that they all returned at the same time.
The weather was snowstorm and the
only aid to navigation was a French
hand-cranked homer (looking for the
null) and a very low-powered ADF beacon. About eight planes (from 430 Sqn, I
believe) diverted to another field and
came back the next day. I led a fourplane (Ted Miller was #2 but I cannot
remember the other chaps) down through
the crap using the ADF. Found the runway OK, pitched and landed smack on
the concrete button OK. Regrettably, I
touched the brakes about 100 yards
along and the ship sailed right. Despite
nose wheel steering and brake, I flew off
the hard stuff and on to the grass. I

bounced around for a bit, then the nose
wheel sheared. I ended up, stopped in
the field, tail in the air, feeling stupid as
I knew I should not have hit the brakes
on concrete.
Ernie Glover’s section dallied over
UK in a small hassle despite orders that
the RAF were not to be engaged. Thus,
they were desperate for fuel on return.
Freddy Axtel and Gord Brennand ran
out of juice and bailed out. I do not believe there would have been a single aircraft that was flush with fuel; most were
on fumes. Pudge Marshall (416 Sqn.)
landed OK, turned off and flamed out! If
memory serves (less and less these days),
Wing Commander Darraugh was the guy
in charge and I assume he made the decision to go. He did his phase training
with us. A real good guy who was killed
at 4 Wing. Can’t recall the wx briefing
but cloudy obviously and I expect the
snowstorm hit him by surprise.
Group Captain Turnbull arrived the
next day to do the inquiry and I was duly
paraded before him. I remember
Darraugh being in the room and other
senior types. Turnbull asked me what
happened and I gave him the straight

goods. He dismissed me and I never
heard another word. Chuck Keating
wanted a briefing when I returned to
Zweibrücken but that was it. I expected
far more but likely the two ejections
saved my ass”.
As for me, fuel was low but I had
enough to taxi in and shut down normally.
Only one more multi-aircraft sortie
was flown on Magnaflux as I remember
and that was on the 4th of that month.
The weather was good and I was assigned
to fly my aircraft, Mk II Sabre 19417, as #4
in a 422 Sqn. flight as they were, understandably, somewhat short of aircraft. The
remainder of the flight were Mk IV’s
which, with the same thrust, were not as
old and bent as our Mk. II’s so I had a
difficult time staying up with them; otherwise, an uneventful sortie. Perhaps I
was filling in for Gord Brennand.
Editor’s Note: My thanks to Jim
McCombe and Gord Brennand for the interesting account of Operation
Magnaflux. This is Jim’s 3rd article published in the ACAM newsletter. His other
stories appeared in Jan 2003 and July
2002. Thanks Jim!
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The Sabre II vs. Sabre IV
When comparing these two versions
of the Canadair Sabre, one can see that
the two aircraft are very evenly matched.
The Sabre II was first flown on Jan. 31st,
1951 with the majority of the 350 aircraft
being delivered to the RCAF, although
some 60 were sent to the United States to
help make up for a shortage of aircraft
going to Korea. Some actually ended up

434 Squadron Aircraft
Halifax Mk. V / III
Sabre Mk. II / V / VI
CF-104 Starfighter
CF-5 Freedom Fighter
CT-133 Silver Star
CC-144 Challenger

Recieved By E-mail: Real
Flight Safety Announcements
“In the event of a sudden loss of cabin
pressure, masks will descend from the
ceiling. Stop screaming, grab the mask,
and pull it over your face. If you have a
small child traveling with you, secure your
mask before assisting with theirs. If you
are traveling with more than one small
child, pick your favorite.”

Sabre Mk. II

in the combat zone. The Sabre II was used
by the RCAF until replaced by the Orenda
powered Sabre V and Sabre VI. The Sabre II’s were overhauled and refurbished
in Canada before 106 were delivered to
Greece and 107 were delivered to Turkey.
Included in the 107 aircraft sent to Turkey was Jim’s mount during Magnaflux,
19417. 19417 was written off along with
19399 in a fatal formation crash in the
mountains around Eskisehir.
There were 438 Sabre IV’s were built
for the Royal Air Force. 71 of this order
were diverted to the RCAF after a request was made in Jan. 1953. This would
lead to 3 RCAF squadrons having full Canadian markings but RAF serial numbers.
(414, 422 and 444 Squadrons). Of the 71
diverted to the RCAF, 10 were lost in
crashes while in Canadian service, including: 19637 flown by Fred Axtell and 19679
by Gordon Brennand during the
Magnaflux incident. The first of the aircraft were returned to the RAF in Feb. of
1954. While both of these versions of the
Sabre were very good aircraft, they would
pale compared to the Orenda powered
Sabre V and Sabre VI.

1 General Electric J-47-GE-13 axial flow
turbojet engine. 5,200 lbs. thrust
Wing Span: 37 ft. 1 in.
Length: 37 ft. 6 in.
Height: 14 ft. 7 in.
Wing Area: 287.4 sq. ft.
Empty Weight: 10434 lbs.
Max. Weight: 17750 lbs.
Max Speed (Sea Level): 679 m.p.h.
Cruise: 537 m.p.h.
Service Ceiling: 47100 ft.
Combat Radius: 320 miles.
Max. Range: 1022 miles.

Overheard on an American Airlines flight
into Amarillo, Texas, on a particularly
windy and bumpy day: During the final
approach, the Captain was really having
to fight it. After an extremely hard landing, the Flight Attendant said, “Ladies
and Gentlemen, welcome to Amarillo.
Please remain in your seats with your seat
belts fastened while the Captain taxis
what’s left of our
airplane to the
gate!”

Another Flight Attendant’s comment on
a less than perfect landing. “We ask you
to please remain seated as Captain Kangaroo bounces us to the terminal.”

Sabre Mk. IV
1 General Electric J-47-GE-13 axial flow
turbojet engine. 5,200 lbs. thrust
Wing Span: 37 ft. 1 in.
Length: 37 ft. 6 in.
Height: 14 ft. 7 in.
Wing Area: 287.4 sq. ft.
Empty Weight: 11000 lbs.
Max. Weight: 17750 lbs.
Max Speed (Sea Level): 679 m.p.h.
Cruise: 537 m.p.h.
Service Ceiling: 47200 ft.
Combat Radius: 320 miles.
Max. Range: 1022 miles.

Thanks to Ron Cunningham for sending
the e-mail.

From a Southwest Airlines employee:
“Welcome aboard Southwest Flight
245 to Tampa. To operate your seat belt,
insert the metal tab into the buckle, and
pull tight. It works just like every other
seat belt; and, if you don’t know how to
operate one, you probably shouldn’t be
out in public unsupervised.”
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Museum Notes
Avenger Update

Above: The cockpit of ACAM’s Avenger
back in 1996. The “office” certainly was
in a sorry state of repair.
Top Right and Right: The Avenger’s
cockpit in the fall of 2003. Some minor
components are still missing but the
improvement is nothing short of miraculous.
Below: The TBM’s hydralic wing fold
mechanism.
Below Right: The hydraulic control
panel has been restored and installed.
The large pipes are the means by which
the Fire Bombing Tank was vented into
the former dinghy compartment. The
military radios were installed on the left
of the photo while above can be seen a
section of the former gun turret mounting
(Frank MacLoon Photos)

T-33 Funding
Campaign
Additional contributions to the T-33
Campaign have been made by:
Reg Clarke
Al Skeet
Robert Scamper
Gordon Boyce
Jim McCombe
The fund has reached $6490.00 in
contributions. Total expenses on the
T-33 were $10,527.77. Our goal is a
zero cost artifact for the Museum. Donations can still be made and tax
reciepts will be issued on all donations over $10.00. Your support is
appreciated.

Hurricane Juan Update
Project Leader, Bary Rodenhiser, reports at the time of writing the Museum
has recieved quotes for the roof and light
pole replacement and they have been
faxed to our Insurance Company. The roof
quote came in at $5100.00 and the light
poles were quoted at $8400.00.
The roof has a new temporary patch
applied and has been holding through
January and Febuary. Work should be gin
on replacing the roof some time in March,
however, Winter Juan may delay the start
of the project. When the roof is repaired
the letters that spell “INFORMATION”
will be removed from the roof but the letter mounts will be reinstalled on the new
roof. Some time in the future, as funds
permit, new letters will be added that spell
“AVIATION MUSEUM”.
The window damage we are going to
repair ourselves as it is easier to do this
job then arrange for a contractor to undertake the repairs. Our Insurance
deductable is $500.00 for this project.

Correction -A pilot’s helmet was contributed by retired FPL Chief Pilot John “J J”
Lavigne a long term supporter of our project. In a recent Newsletter this was incorrectly credited to Eric Bradley who is the current Chief Pilot and also a firm project
supporter. “I think I’ll be needing mine for a while yet!” was Eric’s understandable
comment”. “Opps! Sorry Guys, My Mistake!” - The Editor
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Canso Restoration
In the last few months the Canso has
been under constant restoration and while
major progress has been made, there is a
long way to go. At this time, many of the
push rods, actuators, and cables have
been reinstalled in the tail assembly. In
addition, the patching of the holes in the
elevators has been completed. As well,
fairing parts have been identified,
straightened out and cleaned up as required. Some new parts have had to be
fabricated and some older ones have had
to have patch work done. As this was
written, we are making steady progress
and are waiting for the weather to break
before we can paint the tail assembly of
the aircraft. The goal is to complete the
painting of the tail before we raise it up
and mount it to the Canso. As I sit here,
writing what has been completed since
the last newsletter, it seems like so little
on paper but all of this progress has taken
an average of 5-6 guys every Saturday to
complete. If you would like to come out
to the Museum and join our efforts, we
would welcome any help you can offer.

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

March General Meeting
Information
Our March General Meeting has
been arranged at the Shearwater Aviation
Museum on March 24th. Included in the
meeting will be a facility tour, including
SAM’s newly completed atrium. The
event will begin at 7:00 pm and will conclude with a presentation by Shearwater’s
Col (Ret’d) E.S.C. Cable. He will be giving
us his presentation that he will be giving
the following week in Ottawa at the joint
Airforce History and CAHS conference.
The presentation is titled “Shearwater:
More than 80 years of Maritime and
Naval Aviation History”.
We are not planning on having a
business meeting during the 24th, however, I will conduct a short review of what
has been going on at the Museum before
the guest speaker begins. I’d like to thank
Mark Peapell for making the meeting and
guest speaker arrangements.

[1] Patching the elevator fabric work is
now complete.
[2] The elevator controls being installed
in the tail assembly.
[3] Paint stripping on the elevators is
also complete.
[4] Test fitting tail parts.

[5] and [6] Fairing parts have been
cleaned up and have had zinc chromite
applied in preperation for painting.
[7] Elevator trim tab contols have been
reinstalled in the elevators.
[8] Fairing parts being test fit on the tail
assembly.
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Students Begin To Fashion Exhibit
Since January, nine students at Leslie
Thomas Junior High School have been
working on constructing a contour diorama of the Old Halifax Municipal Airport on Chebucto Road in Halifax. The
students have spent time, prior to Christmas Break, studying electricity and contour lines in preperation for the building
phase of the project.
The students have been using an
overhead projector and map to project the
contours onto 1/4” foam core. Thanks to
member Ken Brown for supplying a contour map of the airport CIRCA 1937. Once
each layer has been projected onto the
foam core the students used exacto
knives to cut each layer out.
When the layers were cut out they
were pinned together in a sandwich to
confirm that each layer was acurately cut
out. With the dry fit successfully complete, the layers were glued together and
glued to a 3/4” MDF bottom. At this time,
the locations of the exhibit lighting were
plotted and holes for the doll house lights

were drilled in the map.
At the time of writing, the students
were in the process of mixing and applying Durabond 90 drywall compound to
the map, sanding between applications,
to smooth the layers out into a gentle rolling contour map. Our next step will be to
apply a base coat of sealing paint and
clean out any light holes that were
plugged with the drywall compound and
begin to apply the ground cover and
painting.
On the finacial front, the project has
recieved a total of $1200.00 in funding
from the Halifax International Airport Authority, the Halifax County Local of the
Nova Scotia Teachers Union and
Clearwater Fine Foods. To date, $500.00
of the funding has been spent on the
project. The students and staff of Leslie
Thomas Junior High would like to thank
the Atlantic Canada Aviation Museum for
continuing the successful partnership the
school and Museum has foraged in the
last three years.

T-33 Silver Star
John Christie continues to toil on the
T-33 Silver Star with held from some members of the Museum as required. His major focus has been on the cockpit and
canopy of the T-33. The canopy that was
delivered with the T-33 needs to be reassembled and the task has proven somewhat difficult. Don Hirtle and several other
members have provided help and support
when not working on the Canso restoration.

Grant Proposals
Clearwater Fine Foods has come
through with a $250.00 donation towards
the Old Halifax Municipal Airport Diorama
project that is being completed by the
students at Leslie Thomas Junior High
School. This donation brings the total
donations to the project to $1250.00. My
thanks to John Christie for making contact with Clearwater Fine Foods and for
doing the follow-up to the proposal that
was submitted.

New Painting
Museum member and Aviation Artist Paul Tuttle is in the process of creating a new painting for our World War I
exhibit. Bruce Paul is working on developing a new expanded exhibit for the
Museum and this painting will eventually become part of the completed exhibit.

New Storage Cabinets
Thanks to Gary McMahon for arranging for the Museum to recieve 3 used
large filing cabinets, a large storage cabinet, 2 small storage cabinets, a heavy table
and mail center. Gary’s office is renovating and these items were surplus and Gary
was able to acquire these fixtures for the
Museum. Thanks as well to Gary and Dave
for delivering them to the Museum. These
cabinets are very expensive and are in
excellent condition.

Top: Tracing the map with the overhead.
Above: Glueing the layers together.

Top: Test fitting layers together before
glue. Pins tacked the layers in place.

Bottom Right: My students gather
around the map while the glue sets up.
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Family History Follow-Up
By Rob MacIlreith
In a follow-up to the story ran in the
last issue about the airplane and yacht
mishap on the Northwest Arm of Halifax
Harbor. Mrs. Arrowsmith sent another
“care” package of information that arrived
a couple of days after the last issue had
gone to print. After doing a little more
research into the type of aircraft involved
I found some interesting facts that I would
like to share.
Pilot Bill Arrowsmith was flying a
1928 TravelAir D4000 aircraft that had
been upgraded with a float kit and a coupe
hood. The aircraft was registered CF-AIC
and was owned by Maritime Airways.
Maritime Airways operated the aircraft
from the Seaplane base at Millidgeville,
Saint John, N.B. While the facts of the
aircraft were interesting, I had never heard
of a TravelAir before so off I went on
another search for information.
The TravelAir Company of Wichita
Kansas was owned by Walter Beech (of
Beechcraft fame), Clyde Cessna (of
Cessna Aircraft fame), and Floyd
Stearman (of Stearman Aircraft fame)
among others, of course this was prior to
any of these three becoming famous. The
D4000 series of aircraft held a second
claim to fame as well. The 1929 Cleveland
Air Races were won by Louise Thaden
in a blue and gold Walter Beech sponsored TravelAir. If you would like to learn
more about the Cleveland Air Race see
the 99’s great web site at: http://
www.ninety-nines.org/travelair.html In
fact, the TravelAir that participated in the
1929 Air Race was very important as it
became the inspiration for 99’s Museum
of Women Pilots logo. As a side note, the
99’s website is a wonderful look at Women
in Aviation and is worth a visit on the
web http://www.ninety-nines.org/
museum.html.
Ms. Arrowsmith sent along a copy
of a letter that Bill had sent to a friend
about the incident with the Iris II in June
of 1987, I am including it in this update as
first hand accounts of any incident

Above: A photocopy of a Maritime Airways advertisement featuring CF-AIC before
the float kit was added on.
(Arrowsmith Collection)
always add an authentic view on history Saint John. The water in the harbor was
and we should try to preserve the entire so choppy when we landed that I decided
story.
to take off in the Arm, which was well
… CF-AIC WENT to her watery sheltered. We taxied down past the Tower
grave in the Northwest Arm. You said [I assume he means the Dingle] and
that someone told you they had the Rud- swung into the wind. While going downder or part of the tailplane, it seems a wind, it looked like we had a nice clear
little unlikely because we had a tug from run for take off but “fate” stepped in.
the Halifax shipyard tow it to their dock and here the plot thickens, apparently,
and I removed the engine and managed while taxiing downwind the wind shifted
to flush it out to overcome the effects of in such a fashion that the yacht had
the salt water and the engine was sold weather cocked, like all good yachts are
to Henry Gates of the Halifax Flying suppose to do, and she had shifted her
Club. The fuselage in its entirety was position enough to place her a bit closer
trucked to Saint John and deposited in to our take-off path, as you are probably
the Seaplane Hangar at Millidgeville for aware, the Arm isn’t all that wide and
what parts could be salvaged.
we got nicely up on the “step” when a
In one of your letters Al you men- canoe shot out from a dock on our right,
tioned the Iris II, if memory serves me right, apparently to get a better view of the
that was the name of the Yacht that done take-off, I suspect I panicked a bit and
in CF-AIC. I had picked up a passenger swung AIC to the left to avoid the canoe
in Digby that fateful morning (on a char- and the next thing I’m sitting with the
ter), flew him to Halifax, landed in the yachts mast in my lap and the whole isHarbor, taxied up the Arm to Boutilier’s sue is gurgling like crazy as AIC TRIES
boat dock, which had good docking fa- TO MAKE LIKE A SUBMARINE. The end
cilities as I been there several times be- result was that I have the dubious disfore. The passanger went into the City tinction of being the cause of a “NOTAM”
for a couple of hours and when he re- being issued banning seaplanes from the
turned we were going to head for Northwest Arm. On reviewing the situa-
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tion later I believe we would have
cleared the dam canoe. I would have
loved to have been able to view an “instant replay” and seen who should have
been awarded the penalties, although I
blamed partly my lack of experience,
plus the fact the visibility from the cockpit was just a little short of god-awful,
due to the coupe top, however, the latter
is no excuse as I was the “driver”.

Above: The 99’s Museum of Women Pilots logo. The engine and flowers in the
logo are based on the photo of Louise
Thaden after her win at Cleveland. Visit
the 99’s Museum of Women Pilots
website to see this famous photo of Louise
Thaden and her flower covered TravelAir.

TravelAir Aircraft Specifications:
Three seat Bi-plane. (2 Passengers on the
front bench seat, pilot in the rear)
Powerplant: one 165 hp Wright J-6 radial
piston engine
Max Speed: 120 m.p.h.
Ceiling: 13,000 ft.
Range: 650 miles.
Weight Empty: 1,695 lbs.
Max. Weight: 2,702 lbs.
Span: 33 ft. 0 in.
Length: 24 ft. 1 in.
Height: 8 ft. 11in.

Above: My grand-father’s hand carved
model of the Iris II. The model now resides with my father and is suppose to be
pretty much fully functional, although I
have never seen it outside of the case.

Racing planes didn’t necessarily
require courage, but it did demand
a certain amount of foolhardiness
and a total disregard of one’s skin...
I would be flying now, but there’s
presious little demand for an elderly lady air racer.
-Mary Haizlip, pioneer air racer.

So I accept these awards on behalf
of the cake bakers and all of those
other women who can do some
things quite as important , if not
more important, than flying, as
well as in the name of women flying today.
-Amelia Earhart

Above: Louise Thaden is met by a happy ground crew as she wins the first Women’s
Air Derby, landing safely at Cleveland Municipal Airport in a TravelAir J-5. Louise
was only 23 at the time and had already broken the women’s international speed,
edurance and altitude records.

You’re in charge but don’t touch
the controls.
- Shannon Lucid, recounting
what the two Russian cosmonauts told her every time they
left the Mir Space Station for a
spacewalk, 1996.
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News Shorts
Airline Flight Status Hits the Airwaves
Halifax, N.S. – Halifax International
Airport Authority and Halifax Information
Radio have put a voice to airline flight
information. Utilizing a text-to-voice proprietary software program, the system
broadcasts airline arrivals and departures
every 15 minutes on 97.9 FM.
The service scans Halifax International Airport Authority’s website every
five minutes for current flight information
– the same information that is updated
by each airline for the monitors in the airport terminal building. Flights arriving or
departing within 20 minutes of schedule
are considered to be “on time” by the
broadcast computer. The software was
created by Genesis Technologies of
Halifax, in concert with Halifax International Airport Authority and its website
provider, Terminal Systems International
in Saskatoon.
Live testing of the program started
on the same day as the record snowstorm.
The service performed as it was designed
to in severe weather, broadcasting that
many flights were affected and listeners
should contact airlines directly or check
www.halifax-airport.com for additional
information.
Halifax Information Radio is a lowpower FM facility, broadcasting from the
CBC tower on Geiser’s Hill in Halifax. It
was launched in June 2002 to provide
safety and community information for
travelers and residents in HRM. Company President Jack McGaw and his partner, Robert Stapells, also have the FM
station on the Confederation Bridge and
a station in St. Stephen, New Brunswick.
They are applying to the CRTC to operate two additional stations in Moncton
and Fredericton, building a public service
network in Atlantic Canada and beyond.
Software developed for the Halifax radio
station will be employed, where applicable, throughout the network.
Halifax International Airport is Atlantic Canada’s principal full-service airport
providing passengers and cargo clients

with access across the country and to
strategic locations in the United States
and Europe. The Airport welcomes almost
three million passengers per year, making
it Canada’s seventh busiest airport.

Volunteers Make
A Difference
-We Need You!

In the Air and On the Ground
Recent Airside Photos at YHZ submitted by Bill Leeming

President’s Message
From the Desk of Rob MacIlreith
Today is Feb. 24th, almost a week after “White Juan” and things around town
are finally starting to return to normal.
Today, I managed to make it out to the
Museum and the facility appears to have
weathered the storm quite well. Other then
some really high snow banks everything
was intact, a pleasant surprise when compared to what we found after Juan back
in the fall.
I want to take a moment and acknowledge the fabulous donation made
by member Bob Aikens, who recently
donated a large portion of his 1/48th scale
model collection to ACAM. For those of
you that do not know Bob, he is one of
the best modelers in Metro and is a frequent judge at the local model contests.
Thanks Bob! Your contributions will make
an awesome display and the Canadian
donations will help fill out some of our
existing exhibits. While on the subject on
donations, a word of thanks goes to Gary
McMahon for chasing down some more
filing cabinets and tables for the library.
Gary and Dave delivered these fixtures to
the Museum in late February.
By the time this newsletter reaches

the membership, we should have taken
possession of our new laptop computer
as part of the Passage Project Collections
management group that we signed on to.
Richard Cloutier has been our contact for
this exciting project. I have met we Richard several times to discuss how the software will be set up to ACAM’s benefit.
We remain in search of a volunteer to key
data into the system, in conjunction with
our summer staff. I had hoped that someone would have come forward, if your
interested contact me for details.
Lastly, please find enclosed a survey that I ask each of you to take time to
complete and return it to me. The Executive and myself are looking for guidance
and input on several issues. In addition, I
am looking for comments and feedback
on several other issues including the
Museum facility, website and newsletter.
Your feedback is important to us as we
try to plan and further develop a world
class product for tourism, education preservation and for our membership. I will be
at the General Meeting in March for anyone that would like to turn in his or her
survey in person. Thank you for your
time in filling out this survey and contributing to our planning for the future.
Rob
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